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Abstract

Digital content (e.g., music, photos, videos) has be-
come very easy to create and disseminate, thanks to the
widespread success of powerful, networked handheld de-
vices. As the volume of content being produced is increas-
ing dramatically, it becomes crucial to be able to filter ir-
relevant information as early as possible; this is to avoid
both network congestion and end-user overload. In order
to achieve these goals, this paper proposes Habit, a novel
cross-layered approach to content dissemination for mobile
ad-hoc networks that leverages information about nodes’
colocation (physical layer) and their social network (appli-
cation layer). More precisely, the regularity of users’ colo-
cation is learned based on historical colocation observa-
tions; also, the users’ social network (or ‘network of inter-
est’) is dynamically propagated during periods of coloca-
tion; finally, these distinct pieces of information are locally
combined and used to compute the paths that content should
follow, in a way that maximises both precision (i.e., nodes
receive only content they are interested in) and recall (i.e.,
all relevant content is received by interested nodes). We
demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach by means of
simulation using a large set of real world traces.

1. Introduction

In recent years, two phenomena of massive proportions
have emerged: the rise of Web 2.0 (and, most notably, its so-
cial networking services), and the enormous evolution and
market penetration of mobile technology.

Web 2.0 has transformed Internet users from passive
consumers to active producers of digital content (e.g., per-
sonal stories, music, pictures, etc.). Such content can be cre-
ated and shared worldwide at virtually no cost, by means of
social networking sites such as Facebook, MySpace, Twit-

ter, etc. As research on popular Web 2.0 websites demon-
strates [4], users’ interest follows a power law distribution,
with a tiny portion of content being of interest to many
users, and the vast majority of content being of interest to
only small groups of users instead.

Almost in parallel to the rise of Web 2.0, mobile tech-
nology has undergone a major evolution. Portable devices
(e.g., 3G mobile phones, portable digital assistants, etc.)
have seen their computing capabilities (e.g., processing
power and memory availability) grow according to Moore’s
law. Additional functionalities, such as digital cameras and
MP3 players, have been integrated on such devices, together
with a variety of wireless network technologies of increas-
ing bandwidth (e.g., Bluetooth 2, WiFi and WiMax).

It will not be long before these two trends will con-
verge, thus enabling users to create, share and enjoy user-
generated content on-the-fly, by means of spontaneously
formed networks of devices in proximity. Let us consider,
for example, a campus-based scenario: students’ bands may
disseminate samples of their music, together with informa-
tion about upcoming gigs; events organised by the various
students’ societies can be advertised by means of electronic
fliers; students looking for flatmates can distribute their re-
quests, together with pictures of the flat, etc. Following the
trend of Web 2.0 applications, it is expected that an enor-
mous amount of content will be generated, but only a very
small portion of users will be interested in receiving any of
it. Discerning what content is of relevance is a highly sub-
jective matter (e.g., user A may be interested in receiving
gigs advertisements from B whose music she likes, while
user C may ban them). In Web 2.0 scenarios, content rele-
vance is often determined by looking at node A’s social net-
work, so that content that has been generated by A’s social
connections is deemed relevant. Such social network can ei-
ther be explicitly created and maintained by the user herself
(e.g., “add as friend”), or be implicitly derived (e.g., the top
k recommenders for A, that is, those users who most share
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A’s likes and dislikes). In order to enable a mobile Web 2.0
experience, a challenging question thus arises as to how to
distribute relevant content to interested users in the absence
of an infrastructure that centrally knows both the physical
network (who is connected to whom - and when) and the
entire social network (who is interested in receiving content
from whom).

In this paper, we propose Habit, a novel cross-layered
approach to content dissemination for mobile ad-hoc net-
works that enables relevant content to reach interested
nodes, while minimising the load on uninterested interme-
diaries (Section 3). First, information about users’ coloca-
tion is logged and processed, in order to learn regularity in
human movement (physical layer). Second, the social net-
work of users is dynamically propagated during periods of
colocation (application layer). Finally, these two layers are
combined to compute routes that content should follow, in
order to have high probability of reaching interested nodes,
while crossing a minimum number of uninterested carriers.
We measure the performance of the approach in terms of
precision (i.e., nodes receive only content they are inter-
ested in) and recall (i.e., all relevant content is received by
interested nodes), by means of simulation using a large set
of real traces (Section 4). We will then conclude the paper
and present our future directions of research (Section 5).

2. Related work

The problem of content dissemination in MANETs has
been subject of extensive research in the last few years. Two
main research streams can be identified: adaptations of the
publish-subscribe paradigm to the mobile setting, and rout-
ing in delay-tolerant networks.

The publish-subscribe paradigm has been successfully
used to distribute content in Internet-based scenarios [2, 3].
Porting this paradigm to the mobile environment opened the
door to a number of challenges, and research has been very
active in terms of how to find (and maintain) routes from
publishers to subscribers, while accounting for the mobil-
ity of users. A first attempt to tackle this issue has resulted
in mixed settings where publishers and subscribers are mo-
bile, while a backbone infrastructure is assumed to exist and
to be in charge of (un)subscriptions and event dissemina-
tion [6, 10]. Distributed protocols that construct and main-
tain a publish/subscribe tree in ad-hoc wireless networks
have been proposed too, but they assume a relatively stable
environment, with only occasional reconfigurations [9, 16].
To cater for more dynamic environments, tree maintenance
has been abandoned, in favour of mobile nodes becoming
brokers themselves. For example, in [18] a broker elec-
tion mechanism is proposed that aims at uncovering hu-
man community structures first, and then electing brokers
responsible for the community they belong to. Nodes then

send their publications to the broker in charge of their com-
munity, and in turn the broker takes care of delivering them
to subscribers. While such approach does not require the
existence of any infrastructure, it does route all messages
across a small number of selected brokers, who may not be
interested in receiving any of them. In [1], a different solu-
tion is proposed whereby users’ subscriptions (i.e., their in-
terests) are kept on the devices themselves; each node then
behaves as broker, periodically broadcasting its subscription
table. Adjacent brokers who receive these beacons store the
information, along with a timestamp that enables them to
maintain fresh information about local interests. In [5] a
similar approach is taken, whereby users’ interests are kept
on their devices, and a routing framework is then offered
that is capable of disseminating content end-to-end using
metrics of social interactions.

The challenge of content dissemination has also been
studied in depth in the context of delay tolerant networks
(DTNs) [5, 14, 19, 7, 12]. These works attempt to deliver
content to people opportunistically, choosing nodes as carri-
ers mainly based on their mobility and colocation informa-
tion. In [14], for example, a probabilistic routing scheme is
presented based on the period of colocation between nodes
and their inter-contact time. [12] studies how different tar-
get groups can be used to disseminate content in an urban
setting. SimBet [7] performs social network analysis to ex-
tract community ties among individuals carrying devices,
and uses nodes’ centrality to select carriers.

Although different forms of flooding-control are pro-
posed to mitigate overhead, all these approaches mainly fo-
cus on how to find physical routes from source to destina-
tion, without taking into account that intermediaries may
not be interested in receiving/relaying such content. In sce-
narios where large amounts of media content are being gen-
erated and resources (e.g., battery) are limited, cooperative
behaviour cannot be taken for granted.

In the next section, we propose Habit, an approach to
content dissemination in MANETs that minimises the com-
putation and communication load imposed on intermedi-
aries, while still achieving a high delivery ratio. In this
work, we assume content to have an associated time-to-live
(TTL), but no hard real-time delivery constraints.

3. Habit Approach

Our approach to content dissemination combines infor-
mation from the application layer and from the physical
layer. At the application layer, each node specifies the
sources from which it is willing to receive content. With ref-
erence to typical Web 2.0 applications, such sources could
be people with whom I share music tastes (e.g., Last.fm),
and thus whose recommendations about new bands and
their gigs in town I would like to receive; they could be
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(past) college/work colleagues (e.g., LinkedIn), from whom
I would like to receive job adverts; they could be people
with whom I share food tastes (e.g., Rummble) and whose
recommendations about newly opened restaurants and/or
ongoing offers I rely on. As shown in Figure 1, by com-
bining these social relations at the application layer, a so-
cial (or, more specifically, interest) network emerges, so that
D → A indicates that content created by A should be re-
ceived by D. In this paper, we focus on one interest network
at a time, and we leave the issue of combining different in-
terest networks as a topic of future research.

While in Internet-based Web 2.0 applications the back-
bone infrastructure guarantees that content flows from
producers to consumers following these social rela-
tions/interests, in the scenarios we are interested in it is up
to the nodes themselves to enable content flows, by exploit-
ing local physical connectivity. As discussed in the pre-
vious section, research has been active in building rout-
ing schemes that monitor and exploit colocation informa-
tion between nodes (physical layer), in order to increase the
probability that content will reach interested nodes, while
avoiding to flood the network. For example, in Figure 1,
content from A to D could flow through C, rather than B,
if C is more likely to encounter D in the near future. How-
ever, we argue that these approaches are not suitable for
mobile Web 2.0 applications: following Internet-based Web
2.0 trends, in fact, we expect the overall volume of gener-
ated content to be massive, while interest will likely follow a
power law distribution (that is, most of content will be of in-
terest to small groups of people). Selecting content relayers
purely (or primarily) based on their physical connectivity
is likely to drain their limited resources (e.g., battery), thus
risking to kill participation in these serendipitously-formed
networks.

To overcome this problem, we thus take a different ap-
proach, which we call Habit, whereby a content distribution
network is built, based on the human connectivity network

and the interest network. In Habit, social relations are prop-
agated in the network, in order to obtain an accurate view
(i.e., a directed graph) of who is interested in receiving con-
tent from whom. Whenever a node posts some content (i.e.,
publishes a message), it computes the routes that such con-
tent should follow to reach the known interested recipients,
by selecting those paths that minimise the number of un-
interested intermediaries, while still delivering content be-
fore it expires. With respect to Figure 1, for example, Habit
would select route A → B → D to deliver content from A
to D, as it does so while relying on node B who is also will-
ing to receive content from A, despite the fact that C may
be a better carrier for D from a purely physical perspective
(e.g., C may have a higher probability of encountering D
in the near future). This approach is similar, in style, to
source-based routing, where the sender of a message pre-
computes the entire path(s) to its recipient(s): as we shall
demonstrate in Section 4, pre-computing paths yields good
performance (i.e., high delivery ratio with very low commu-
nication and computation overhead), as human movement
exhibits high degree of regularity; moreover, social interac-
tions are likely to occur among nodes who are within few
hops away of each other. In the reminder of this section,
we provide the details of (1) how the content dissemination
network is built, based on the regularity of human move-
ment and the interest network (Section 3.1), and (2) how
the network is exploited to propagate content (Section 3.2).
Despite them being presented sequentially, these two phases
occur in parallel, throughout the node’s lifetime.

3.1. Building the Content Dissemination
Network

The construction of the content dissemination network,
from node A’s perspective, starts with the identification of
its familiar strangers, that is, those nodes that A regularly
meets (e.g., traveling to/from work, while at work, living
in the same neighbourhood, etc.). Each node monitors its
contacts with other nodes in the network. If A encoun-
ters node B frequently enough (according to some parame-
ters), it becomes a familiar stranger and further information
is logged; in particular, A records the time of the day and
the day of the week encounters occur. Based on the col-
lected logs, A can now compute what we call a regularity
weight, that is, the number of times A has met another node
in a given regularity interval of the week, over a certain
observation period (e.g., last few weeks). For instance, if
A has met B four times in the last five weeks (observation
period) on Mondays in the hourly slot 10AM-11AM, then
the regularity weight between A and B for such day/time
slot is set to 0.8. We call A’s regularity table the set of all
regularity weights computed for all A’s familiar strangers.
To limit overhead, each node maintains regularity informa-
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tion about a maximum number of familiar strangers only
(maxFS), giving priority to nodes that are most regular and
with whom we share more interests (see below). To reduce
overhead further, the regularity interval can be chosen to be
more coarse-grained, thus covering human-meaningful time
slots rather than fine-grained hourly slots (e.g., commute
time slot, working hours slot, etc.). Regularity tables are
exchanged upon encounters with other familiar strangers up
to a certain number of hops (maxHops) so that, over time,
each node possesses a partial view of what we call regu-
larity graph, that is, a directed graph where an edge from
A to B means that B is a familiar stranger to A; the edge
is then labeled with the corresponding row in the regularity
table, detailing the probability of A meeting B in any given
time slot. To avoid unnecessary exchanges and processing
of metadata, nodes timestamp the last update made to their
regularity graph so that, upon meeting a familiar stranger,
metadata is exchanged only if a certain amount of time has
elapsed since the last synchronisation.

Besides propagating regularity tables, familiar strangers
also propagate their interest networks. A maintains a list
of nodes whose content she is interested in receiving (as
mentioned before, in this paper we focus on one application
domain only). This list is shared with A’s familiar strangers
upon encounters (together with A’s regularity table), and
is propagated up to a certain number of hops (maxHops).
Over time, each node thus possesses a partial view of what
we call interest graph, that is, a directed graph where an
edge from A and B means that A is interested in receiving
content from B; the edge can be labeled with a weight in-
dicating the strength of the social tie, if such information is
available from the application layer.

Each node can then build and maintain its own view of
the Habit content dissemination network by: (1) changing
the direction of each edge in the interest graph (thus trans-
forming the relation “interested in” into the relation “send
content to”), and (2) overlaying it onto the regularity graph.
The resulting information is then exploited upon message
publication, to compute the routes that a message should
follow, as we shall detail in the next section.

3.2. Reasoning on the Content Dissemina-
tion Network

When node A publishes a message m, three steps are
performed:

1: R = determineRecipients(m)
2: P = findCheapestPaths(R)
3: P = selectPaths(P )

Determine Recipients. First, the reverted interest
graph is consulted to determine what nodes R are interested

A
B C

D

A’s Interest Graph

E

A
B C

D

“send-to” relation
“interested-in relation”

A’s Regularity Graph

A
B C

DE

Habit Paths from A

E

Figure 2. Content Dissemination Network
from A’s viewpoint

in receiving content from A. Let us consider, for example,
the scenario depicted in Figure 2. At step 1, A determines
R = {B, C,D}. Note that this list may not be exhaustive,
as there may be interested nodes that the publisher is un-
aware of. Further interested recipients can be discovered on
the way, as we shall discuss below.

Find Cheapest Paths. For each known recipient, the
locally maintained regularity graph is consulted, to find all
those paths that would enable message m to reach such
destination before the message itself expires, while follow-
ing the cheapest routes. By cheapest, we refer to those
routes that minimise the number of uninterested interme-
diaries that have to be relied upon. The cost associated to
a path is presently computed simply as the number of in-
termediate nodes that would have to carry a message they
are not interested in; more complex cost metrics could be
defined, that would take into account resource availability,
past cooperativeness, etc. Such metrics could be easily inte-
grated within Habit and will be explored in the future. With
reference to the example in Figure 2, let us assume that A
publishes m on Monday 10AM and that m must be deliv-
ered within the next 48 hours. Let us also assume that the
regularity graph tells A that D can be reached before the
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message expires along any of these routes: A → B → D,
A → B → C → D, and A → E → D. While the first
and second routes have a cost of 0 (i.e., no uninterested car-
riers have to be relied upon), the third has a cost of 1, and
it is thus discarded at this stage. While exploring the reg-
ularity graph to find routes, a delivery probability is also
computed for each path, as the minimum regularity weight
associated to any of the crossed edges. To reduce the com-
putational complexity of this stage, we have adopted a sim-
ple heuristic: given a path X1 → X2 → . . . → Xn, only
the first non-zero regularity weight between a pair of nodes
Xi, Xi+1 is considered (provided that the associated time
slot is between the current time slot and the message expiry
slot), before moving on to the next edge Xi+1, Xi+2. The
delivery probability associated to a path is thus an under-
estimate of the actual one. With reference to Figure 2, the
path A → B → D could exhibit (for instance) regularity
weight between A and B of 0.7 on Mondays 2-3PM, and
regularity weight between B and D of 0.3 on Tuesdays 9-
10AM; the overall delivery probability following this route
would thus be min{0.7, 0.3} = 0.3. Figure 3 illustrates the
pseudo-code of the findCheapestPaths algorithm.

Select Paths. For each destination, if more than one
path had been computed at the previous stage, the one with
the highest delivery probability is now selected. The whole
set of source-computed paths is then associated to m, and
routing starts once the next hop in any such paths is en-
countered. Upon such encounter, a copy of m is passed on,
together with the source-computed paths in full; carrying
this information along enables the optimisations discussed
below at very low cost, as both the number of recipients and
intermediaries is very small (Section 4). A message will re-
main on a node (be that the source or an intermediary) until
either all its next hops in the computed paths have been en-
countered (and they have thus received a copy of m), or the
message expires.

Optimisations. Once computed, source-selected paths
are not changed so that relayers do not have to re-run the
above processing but simply follow what stated in the mes-
sage header. This is true up to a certain extent: a first simple
optimisation is to bypass the source computed path in case
the intended recipient is met. While this may cause dupli-
cate messages to be received at the destination, it does in-
crease the chances of delivery at no extra cost. Second, as
anticipated above, the publishing node may not be aware of
all nodes interested in receiving its messages, as the interest
network is propagated up to certain number of hops only.
Intermediaries may thus check if there exists any node X in
their view of the interest graph that is willing to receive mes-
sages from A but that has not been included in any source
path yet (information that is carried along with m). If that
is the case, the intermediary may then follow the same steps
that A did, and enrich m’s header with new paths to deliver

A: source node, R: set of recipients
Paths: The set of the cheapset paths from A to all d ∈ R
Neigh[u]: The direct neighbours of node u in the regularity graph.
Reg(u, v, tnow, texp): first non zero regularity weight (wreg)
between nodes u and v occurring at time t, tnow ≤ t ≤ texp.
Returns -1 if no non-zero wreg exists before texp.

FindCheapestPaths (A, R, tnow,texp)
1: Paths = ∅;
2: for all d ∈ R {
3: current.path = ∅, current.cost = −1,
4: current.minReg =∞, destMinCost =∞
5: RecursePaths(A, d, current, destMinCost)
6: }

RecursePaths(u, d, current, destMinCost)
1: if ((u /∈ current.path) ∧ (destMinCost ≥ current.cost)) {
2: current.path = current.path ∪ {u}
3: if (u==d) {
4: destMinCost = current.cost
5: Paths = Paths ∪ {current}
6: return
7: }
8: if (u /∈ R) current.cost + +
9: for all v ∈ Neigh[u] {
10: wreg=Reg(u, v, tnow, texp)
11: if (wreg > 0) {
12: if (wreg < current.minReg)
13: current.minReg = wreg

14: RecursePaths(v, d, current, destMinCost)
15: }
16: }
17: }

Figure 3. Pseudo-code of FindCheapestPaths

the message to the newly discovered destinations too. It is
up to the intermediaries to decide whether (and, for exam-
ple, for whom) to incur into this extra overhead. During
experiments, we assume all nodes to be willing to perform
this extra computation (even though, as discussed later, new
destinations were indeed very rarely added).

4. Evaluation

In this section we report on the performance evaluation
of our content dissemination protocol. We begin with a
presentation of the simulation setting (Section 4.1), before
moving on to discuss the actual results of the simulations
(Section 4.2). All experiments were conducted using the
OMNeT++ [15] open-source discrete event simulator.
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4.1. Simulation Settings

Metrics - The goal of the Habit protocol is to enable ef-
ficient content dissemination in mobile ad-hoc networks,
without compromising on effectiveness. That is, relevant
messages should be received by interested nodes, while
minimising reliance on uninterested carriers. In order to
quantify the extent to which Habit achieves this goal, we
have computed Precision and Recall, two widely used mea-
sures for evaluating the quality of results in Information Re-
trieval [17]. More precisely:

Precision [Efficiency] - In Information Retrieval, preci-
sion is defined as the number of relevant documents
retrieved by a search, divided by the total number of
documents retrieved by that search. Precision is thus
a measure of exactness. In the domain of content dis-
semination, precision can be computed as the ratio of
relevant messages received by a node, out of all mes-
sages it received:

Precision =
{RelevantMsgs} ∩ {ReceivedMsgs}

{ReceivedMsgs}

Intuitively, the higher the precision, the higher the ef-
ficiency of the protocol, as it minimises the number of
irrelevant messages received by a node.

Recall [Effectiveness] - In Information Retrieval, recall
is defined as the number of relevant documents re-
trieved by a search, divided by the total number of ex-
isting relevant documents (which should have been re-
trieved). Recall is thus a measure of completeness. In
our domain, recall can be computed as the ratio of rel-
evant messages received by a node, out of all relevant
messages published in the system:

Recall =
{RelevantMsgs} ∩ {ReceivedMsgs}

{TotalRelevantMsgs}

Intuitively, the higher the recall, the higher the effec-
tiveness of the protocol, as it maximises the number of
relevant messages received by a node.

Protocol Variants - We have compared the level of pre-
cision and recall that Habit achieves, with two benchmark
protocols:

Epidemic - Upon receiving a message, each node stores
it locally; whenever the node comes in the proximity
of other nodes, a copy of the message is sent to them,
regardless of their interest, until the message expires.
This algorithm is expected to reach the best perfor-
mance in terms of recall. However, it will do so at
the expense of precision. Due to resource limitations
and/or users’ uncooperativeness, we do not expect this

Figure 4. Cumulative Distribution of the Dis-
tance between Content Producers and Inter-
ested Consumers

protocol to be applicable in the scenarios we are focus-
ing on; however, it does provide a benchmark in terms
of the best recall achievable.

WaitForDestination - At the opposite end of the spec-
trum, we consider a protocol that does not rely on any
carrier. Rather, the publisher of a message holds a copy
of it until it expires; whenever it encounters nodes that
are directly interested in its messages, a copy is passed.
While obviously representing the worst case scenario
in terms of effectiveness, the protocol is also expected
to exhibit the highest precision, as messages are only
passed to interested nodes. This protocol could be used
in very uncooperative scenarios, where selfish nodes
are not willing to use their resources to route messages
for others.

We have also evaluated an Oracle version of the Habit
protocol, where nodes have complete knowledge of the
interest network (i.e., who is interested in receiving content
from whom), while they still need to gradually learn their
familiar stranger network. In so doing, we can single
out the two dimensions of the problem (i.e., learning the
regularity graph and learning the interest network), and
separately evaluate their impact.

Dataset and Parameters - To perform a realistic evalua-
tion of the Habit protocol, we needed a dataset that com-
bined information about people’s movement in a urban set-
ting, together with details of their social network. We
have thus focused our attention on the MIT Reality Min-
ing dataset [8]; in terms of human movement, the dataset
provides Bluetooth proximity information from about 100
subjects at the MIT campus over the course of an academic
year; moreover, an implicit social network can be extracted
by looking at the phone activities of the participants, thus
creating an undirected edge in the social network between
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Simulation Duration 90 days
Training Period 35 days
Publication Interval 1 hour
Regularity Interval 4 hour time slots
maxFS 10
maxHops 4

Table 1. Simulation Parameters

users who made calls to each other and/or exchanged text
messages [13]. For the purpose of our evaluation, we as-
sumed that the friendship relation subsumes the interest re-
lation, that is, if users A and B are linked in the social
network, then they are also interested in receiving content
they produce; similarly to Web 2.0 scenarios, a pre-analysis
of this social network reveals a power-law degree distribu-
tion. We have analysed the relationship between the co-
location network and the interest network, and found that
the vast majority of users is only a few physical hops away
from users to whom they are directly connected in the in-
terest network. Figure 4 illustrates the cumulative distri-
bution of the distance, measured as number of hops in the
co-location network, between nodes directly connected in
the social network; as shown, 94% of the users are within
4 hops away from producers of relevant content; this means
that our source-based routing approach is well justified in
this scenario, as content producers have enough knowledge
to compute the full route that messages should follow to
reach interested destinations.

To work with a more manageable dataset, we performed
experiments using various 3-month portions of the whole
dataset. The results reported in the next section refer to the
period September-December, when students are around the
campus, while still including the occasional holidays. Of
these 90 days, the first 35 are used as training, to learn the
familiar stranger and the interest network; after this period,
a node is picked at random every hour to publish a message.
In the interest of space, the results reported in the next sec-
tion refer to the set of parameters summarised in Table 1,
that is, time slots of 4 hours in the regularity graph, 10 fa-
miliar strangers per node and a dissemination of metadata
up to 4 hops away.

4.2. Results

Recall - Figure 5 illustrates the recall achieved by the
various protocols, while varying the time-to-live (TTL) of
the messages from 12 hours up to a full week. As expected,
Epidemic achieves the highest delivery ratio even for short
TTL, while WaitForDestination achieves the lowest, with
a consistent gap of about 65-70%. As for Habit (and its
Oracle variant), effectiveness is relatively low for messages

Figure 5. Recall [Effectiveness]

with a rather short TTL (1 day or less); this is due to the
regularity-based source routing we perform: the shorter the
TTL, the lower the probability to find a regular multi-hop
path in the familiar stranger network connecting source and
destination. However, for longer lived messages (2 days or
above), the protocol achieves a recall of 70% above, thus
improving over the basic WaitForDestination of at least
40%, while maintaining a gap from epidemic of roughly
15%. In the scenarios we target, the content to be shared is
likely to have long TTL (in the order of days), as it would
be the case when advertising music gigs or sharing videos,
as opposed to messages with very short TTL, like traffic or
weather updates. In these scenarios, people tend to meet
often enough for messages to be distributed before they
expire.

Precision - While the Epidemic protocol achieves the
highest recall, it does so at the expense of precision. Fig-
ure 6 illustrates the precision measured for each protocol,
again while varying TTL. In this case, the situation is re-
versed: WaitForDestination achieves the highest precision,
as messages are only passed to interested recipients upon
direct encounters, while Epidemic achieves the worst, with
nodes being asked to carry messages they have expressed
no interest in receiving. The gap in this case is as high
as 99%. The precision of the Habit (and Oracle Habit)
protocol is consistently high (above 70%) across all TTL. If
we combine this result with the previous one, in scenarios
of direct interest (TTL of two days or above), we can
thus conclude that our approach is capable of achieving
high efficiency (precision of 70% or above), while not
compromising on effectiveness (recall of 70% or above).

Impact of Training Period - The previous experiments
have shown results after a training period of 35 days has
passed, during which Habit and Oracle learn the familiar
stranger and the interest networks. We have performed a
further experiment, where we have set TTL to 2 days, and
we have then varied the duration of the training period from
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Figure 6. Precision [Efficiency]

Figure 7. Impact of Training Period on Recall

one week to eight weeks. In so doing, we have studied the
impact that learning has on recall (i.e., how long it takes
to achieve good delivery ratio); more precisely, with Or-
acle, we have studied the impact of learning the familiar
stranger network (while knowing the full interest network);
with Habit, we have studied the impact of learning both the
familiar stranger network and the interest network. Results
are reported in Figure 7.

Let us consider Oracle first: even if the social network
is fully known, routes connecting content producers
to interested recipients cannot be found in the familiar
stranger network, and (unlike Epidemic) messages are
not spread in the network to avoid draining resources on
uninterested carriers. It takes about three weeks to learn the
familiar stranger network to a good extent, after which high
recall can be observed. The same trend can be observed
for Habit: in this case, interested destinations have to be
learned as well, and after a period of about 5 weeks, the
recall of the two approaches converges, thus demonstrating
that interests can be propagated via a small number of
hops (in the experiment, 4 hops), together with regularity
information.

Communication Overhead - Finally, we report results
about the communication overhead generated by our proto-

Figure 8. Total Communication Overhead in
90 Days Simulation

col with respect to Epidemic. We have measured this over-
head as the total volume of unwanted data that nodes receive
throughout the simulation period. For Epidemic, unwanted
data refers uniquely to the overall size of messages received
by uninterested nodes; for Habit, it refers to the combina-
tion of unwanted messages plus all the metadata (regular-
ity and interest information) that nodes using Habit have to
exchange (up to maxHops away) to achieve the good per-
formance illustrated in the previous section (WaitForDesti-
nation obviously causes no communication overhead). Fig-
ure 8 presents the overhead, measured in megabytes, while
varying the type of content shared (from short text messages
to videos). For metadata, we have considered a worst-case
scenario where each node exchanges complete interest net-
work knowledge, together with regularity information of the
maximum size detected during the simulation.

As shown, for short and text messages, the amount
of traffic generated by Epidemic and by Habit is compa-
rable (that is, the flooding of content generated by Epi-
demic is balanced out by the dissemination of metadata by
Habit). However, for media content (e.g., pictures, mu-
sic, and video), the overall traffic generated by Epidemic
grows disproportionally, while Habit keeps it to a mini-
mum. This result reinforces the need for content sharing
protocols that, like Habit, minimise reliance on uninter-
ested nodes, as these are likely to become uncooperative
if they see their resources drain while attempting to deliver
messages they have not asked for. Moreover, source-based
routing places the burden of computing paths on the con-
tent producer node only, while reducing the computational
overhead on intermediaries to the bare minimum. We be-
lieve that, by dramatically cutting computation and com-
munication overhead, Habit is a good candidate protocol
to share content in scenarios where node cooperation can-
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not be taken for granted, for example, because the amount
of generated content severely overtakes the resources avail-
able to spread it to interested recipients. In this work, we
have not considered the amount of time it takes to actually
share media content; the integration of Habit with protocols
that reason about the duration of the colocation [11] will be
explored in the future.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presented Habit, a novel approach to con-
tent dissemination for MANETs that exploits information
about nodes’ regularity of movement and their social net-
work, in order to minimise overhead, while not compromis-
ing on delivery. We evaluated Habit using a real dataset
and showed that its source-based routing is well suited in
scenarios where high volumes of media content are being
generated and shared via resource-constrained devices.

Our future work spans two main directions: first, while
Habit imposes a minimum computation and communica-
tion overhead on intermediaries, their cooperativeness can-
not be taken for granted. We are thus interested in de-
veloping incentive schemes to encourage cooperation, and
evaluate them in the presence of selfish nodes. Second,
while various datasets exist about people mobility and peo-
ple social/interest networks, MIT Reality Mining is the only
dataset where we have found the two pieces of information
combined. We thus intend to analyse the mapping of in-
terest/social ties to people’s movement, in order to derive
synthetic models that would enable extensive experimenta-
tion while varying parameters which we would not have the
flexibility to tune when working on real traces only.
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